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Warnings:
Warning C-zamD4 must not be located:
- Close to a flame or a heat source. C-zamD4 could overheat and be irreversibly
damaged. On top, there is a risk of fire! Consequently, don’t put any candle for instance on
the C-zamD4.
- Close to water on in a wet environment. If water enters in the C-zamD4, it will be
irreversibly damaged. On top, there is an electrical choc risk! Consequently, don’t put any
water in the food compartments for instance.
Don’t leave the C-zamD4 outside. Weather conditions, like ice or direct sunlight
exposure can irreversibly damaged it.
Note!
The C-zamD4 does not contain any part, which can be replaced by the user. If the
casing is opened, the warranty is cancelled.
For any reparation claim, please check the website instructions for after sales.
Damages resulting of:
Opening the C-zamD4 casing and reparation attempts executed by non qualified by
manufacturer personal, Using non conform to the initial aim of the C-zamD4
Void the warranty.

Parts included:
1 Pet feeder
1 administrator Tag
As many standard tags as ordered.
A length of elastic rope to make the necklace. This rope does not damage your
pet fur and should break without strangling it, if it would be hold with it. A
ring to tighten the rope at the right length, in function of the size of your pet
and following instructions in the “start up” chapter.
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Goal of C-zamD4:
The C-zamD4 is a pet feeder with rotating 4 compartments. Moved by an electrical
engine allowing the right positioning of the right compartment containing the right food for the
right pet identified by its tag, after having removed a flap which protects the food from being
altered.
You have many pets at home, and you want to supply them with food in relation with
their age, gender, size, or if you must give them some medicines or food supplement ….Leaving
the pets grabbing any kind of food in any kind of bowl is risky, to feed them individually is
demanding.
This pet feeder has 4 compartments and can then contains up to 4 different kind of food..
A tag hold to the necklace of the pet allows the C-zamD4 to surely identify the pet coming and
deliver the dedicated food. The pet eats without being able to access the other compartments.
The flap will automatically close when the pet leaves or if another pet with another tag joins it in
front of the compartment.

C-zamD4 parts:
A base containing the mechanic and the front face : base

A bowl with 4 compartments rotating : the Bowl
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A flap

A clipsed cover ;

A power supply;
An administrator tag.
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Front face description:
The front face is used to set up the C-zamD4 according to your needs. There are 5
leds, 4 buttons.

C-zamD4 is free from any settings.
You must set it up yourself according to your use.
During initialization C-zamD4 is self checking showing slowly blinking of all leds, and then
place the compartments in a safe position with the flap closed.
NB: The power supply led can also be remote on the power supply.
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Start up:

Remove carefully the packaging.
Before powering it, check that all accessories are there and correctly mounted as shown
below:

Eventually, place the switcher on: ON

Place the C-zamD4 on a flat surface, dry and plug it, following the basic safety norms and
regulations.
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Set a tag in:
1.

Use the administrator tag and place it close to the sticker
C-zamD4: (2 to 3cm max)

2.

The 4 green leds will blink alternatively to show that the pet feeder is in an
administrator mode. You have 1 minute to act, or the pet feeder will exit this mode
automatically.

3.

Press le BUTTON 1.

4.

You have 1 minute to place the tag you want to set in, close to the sticker (2 to 3 cm)

5.

When tag has been identified by the pet feeder, it will beep and you have 1 minute to
press the button with the number of the compartment you want to set this tag to.

6.

If you want to set additional tags please start from step 3 again.

7.

When all the tags you needed, are recorded, simply wait one minute till the leds are not
blinking alternatively anymore. It means the pet feeder is back on the standard mode.
You may check if your settings are correct, by placing one by one the tags close to the
sticker and verify that it opens the right compartments. Place the first tag wait till
compartment opens and then closes (after you removed the tag and a waiting time of 8
seconds), the place the following tag and so on.
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Start up:
When your tags are set. Hold the tags to the necklace made with the supplied rope and ring.
You must make sure that when your pet bends in front of the pet feeder the tag will be close
to the CZAMD4 sticker not too low not too high, as shown on the picture below:

Remove cover and flap

Remove the bowl.
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It is forbidden to fill in the compartments when the bowl is in the casing!
Because the food could enter in the casing and lead to malfunction.
Place as much as desired food in the compartments providing that it does not go over the top!
Put the bowl back in the casing; note that there are positioning teeth. See pictures below:

Place the flap and cover back in place
WARNING: do not block the flap under the cover (see picture below)

Place your C-zamD4 preferably, close to a wall or ideally in a room corner with the flap
orientated towards the coming pets. And follow safety instructions.
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Learning phase:
You must teach gently your pet how to use the pet feeder. Shows them many times where the
food is and how to open the pet feeder, by even placing yourself the tag in front of the sticker.
As shown on the picture below. They must get use to the noise and the moves of the pet
feeder. As an average time, one day should be enough for them to get use to it.
As a trick to encourage them: you can place their favorite food (tuna fish or else) in the
compartments they will be really eager to open it!!
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Additional functions:
Remove a tag:
1.

Place the pet feeder in administrator mode by presenting the administrator tag close to
the sticker.

2.

The 4 green leds will blink alternatively to show that the pet feeder is in an
administrator mode. You have 1 minute to act, or the pet feeder will exit this mode
automatically.

3.

Press BUTTON 2.

4.

You have one minute to place the tag you want to remove close to the sticker

5.

After one minute the pet feeder will exit automatically the administrator mode (leds
are not alternatively blinking anymore).

Remove all tags:
1. Place the pet feeder in administrator mode by presenting the administrator tag close to
the sticker.
2. The 4 green leds will blink alternatively to show that the pet feeder is in an
administrator mode. You have 1 minute to act, or the pet feeder will exit this mode
automatically.
3. Press BUTTON 3
4. After one minute the pet feeder will exit automatically the administrator mode (leds
are not alternatively blinking anymore).

Restore original setting:
1. Place the pet feeder in administrator mode by presenting the administrator tag close to
the sticker.
2. The 4 green leds will blink alternatively to show that the pet feeder is in an
administrator mode. You have 1 minute to act, or the pet feeder will exit this mode
automatically.
3. Press BUTTON 4, you will get back to your settings before you deleted everything by
pressing button 3 by mistake for instance.
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Restore lost or damaged Administrator tag:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Switch off the device
Keep 1 pressed and switch on the device
When start up turn and bips are off, release the button 1
Press and release once button 1.
Switch off and on the device, it will bip requesting you to present a tag which will
then recorded as the new administrator tag

Cleaning:
Clean the C-zamD4 or its parts regularly. At least once a week.
First: Remove power supply
Remove the cover gently:

Take the bowl out of the casing and remove the remaining foods, if any.
To clean the casing (fig.1), use a slightly humid piece of fabric and a gentle liquid soap. And
the n dry it carefully.

Fig 1

WARNING:
Don’t put the casing into water and never pour water in it or on it, there is a major risk of
electrical choc and irreversible damages on the C-zamD4.
The cover (fig.2), flap (fig. 3) and bowl (fig. 4) can be washed in warm water and liquid soap.
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Fig 4
Fig 4

Fig 2

Fig 3

Dry carefully all parts before mounting them back following instruction of the « Start up »
chapter.
Reminder: Fill the compartments with the bowl out of the casing.
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Disposal:
If you wish to dispose your pet feeder please follow local instructions and guidelines.

Warranty and after sales:
There is a 1 year warranty on parts and man hours but back to the factory in France at user
expenses.
The warranty will not cover broken parts. The warranty won’t apply if the CzamD4 is not
used following the instruction in this manual or used for a non appropriate use.

Power supply
The power supply is provided with the French standard plug. There is not plug adaptator
supplied.
Please check the power supply label for detailed information.
Voltage: 110 or 230 VAC
nominal Current: 300 mA
EN3000-2V1.1.1
EN301 489
Contact : info@C-zamD4.com
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